
Integrating quotes seamlessly



› End of sentence:

› Middle:

› Divided by your words:

› Transition from a topic or universal idea to evidence.

› EX: Often people must find their place and purpose in a complicated world.

› Using the evidence in the beginning of sentences:

› “What is means to be a woman in this world” (Steinbeck 79) can be difficult to 
navigate as Laila proves when trying to help Miriam.

› Mariam attempts to settle in to her new surroundings, but “all of it [reminds] her of the havoc 
that had struck her life, making her feel uprooted, displaced, like an intruder on someone 
else’s life” (63).

› “She had found in this little creature,”  Mariam sheepishly admits, “the first true 
connection in her life of false, failed connections” (252).

› Laila knows that her actions will have severe consequences, but she ”[pictures] 
herself in a refugee camp, a stark field with thousands of sheets of plastic strung to 
makeshift poles flapping in the cold” and realizes that she has no other choice (219).



› Introducing using that

› Introducing with a comma

› Introducing using As ___ said,

› With a air of regret, Mariam reveals that “[she] saw now the sacrifices a mother 
made” (287).

› Hosseini’s tone reflects his distaste for the emotional abuse wives experience at the hands 
of their husbands, as Rasheed comments, “’Don’t be so dramatic.  … Besides, what I’m 
doing now most men I know would have done long ago.  You know it’s true’” (215).

› Laila is finally able to admit, “her son was a blessing” (295).



› Provide context for each passage

› Explain significance of chosen citation
– Laila has an arduous relationship with her mother who is often 

distant and depressed because of the loss of her sons. Laila 
ponders that “People…shouldn’t be allowed to have new 
children if they’d already given away all their love to their old 
ones” (Hosseini 119). Clearly a strain exists between Laila and 
Mammy. Hosseini conveys the complicated family dynamic 
and gives weight as to why Laila gravitates toward her father.



1. TRANSITION: While/During/Even though/Throughout/ 
When/Before/After

Ex.: Even though Elie loves his father, his hatred for weakness is 
evident when Elie thinks, “Quote” (Wiesel 67).

2. IDENTIFICATION: Who is speaking? (narrator, character, internal 
dialogue or character?)

Ex.: Even though Elie loves his father, his hatred for weakness is 
evident when he thinks, “Quote” (Wiesel 67).

3. BACKGROUND: What is happening at that particular moment?

Ex.: Even though Elie loves his father, his hatred for weakness is 
evident when he thinks, “Quote” (Wiesel 67).



5. QUOTING DIALOGUE: If quoting a character’s spoken words, 
surround the citation with double quotation marks (to cite the  
author) and single quotation marks around the character’s 
words.

Ex.: When Elie thinks his father may be taken to the 
crematorium, he cries, “‘You cannot give up!’” (Wiesel 56).

6. PUNCTUATION: The period belongs outside of the citation at 
the end of the sentence. Exception: question marks and  
exclamation points belong inside quotation marks.

Ex.: When Elie thinks his father is being taken to the 
crematorium, he cries, “‘You cannot give up!’” (Wiesel 56).



7. FLOW/FLUIDITY: The lead in should connect to the 
evidence seamlessly.

Ex: Christine believes that “people need to express themselves one 
way or another” (Hansberry 48).



1.) TRANSITION (word/phrase):

2.) IDENTIFICATION (who is speaking?): 

3.) BACKGROUND (what is happening?): 

4.) ADD VERB (what verb best explains what is occurring?): 

5.) QUOTING DIALOGUE (are you quoting dialogue?) 

6.) PUNCTUATION: Period at the end outside of quotation marks.  

› Question or exclamation point in the passage? Put inside the quotation marks.

› 7.) FLOW/FLUIDITY:
-Do your words blend/flow/embed into the passage?

› Do they both create one complete thought?



› What follows is more instruction.



Incorporate a passage into your own writing. Embed source.

Transition Identify speaker background Verb 

“Quote” “’Quoting dialogue?’” Source and punctuation



Incorporate some of the following quote at the beginning 
of the sentence.

BACKGROUND: Elie reflects upon the time in the 
concentration camp which changed his life and continues 
to torment his soul.

QUOTE: “Never shall I forget that night, the first night in 
camp, which has turned my life into one long night, seven 
times cursed and seven times sealed. … Never shall I forget 
those flames which consumed my faith forever. Never shall 
I forget that nocturnal silence which deprived me, for all 
eternity, of the desire to live. Never shall I forget those 
moments which murdered my God and my soul and 
turned my dreams to dust” (Weisel 14).

Identify speaker backgroundVerb “Quote”



Incorporate by dividing your quote.

Transition Identify speaker

backgroundVerb 

“Quote”

“Rest of Quote”



Single Phrase Verbs

Addresses Comments Compares Confirms Denies Thinks

Refutes Reasons Points out Emphasizes Disputes Replies

Illustrates Rejects Reports Responds Believes States

Observes Notes Suggests Ponders Exclaims Argues

Implies Declares Asks Demands Describes Asserts

Responds Discusses Answers Announces Mentions Questions

Contrasts Admits Insists Explains Claims Wonders

4. ADD VERB: before the quotation, add an active single verb to 

clarify how the narrator/character/situation is presented:

A comma follows the verb which precedes the passage

Ex.: When Elie thinks his father is being taken to the crematorium, 

he cries, “’Quote’” (Wiesel 56).

Ex.: Even though Elie loves his father, he shows his hatred for 

Schlomo’s weakness when he thinks, “Quote” (Wiesel 67).



The Burger Metaphor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxOItxjiIiA


› When Mariam is forced to marry Rasheed, the pair 
move to Rasheed’s home in Kabul. Although still in the 
same country, Afghanistan’s capital city seems foreign 
to Mariam. During her walk in the market with Rasheed, 
Mariam reflects that “The women in this part of Kabul 
were a different breed from the women in the poorer 
neighborhood…where so many of the women covered 
fully” (Hosseini 75). Hosseini use of this scene 
contextualizes the cosmopolitan and progressive nature 
of certain locations in Kabul. At this point in the text, he 
establishes a social and cultural hierarchy that sets the 
stage to reveal the dichotomy between conservative 
and liberal customs in Afghanistan.


